MAGNIFIER TIPS FOR iPHONE & iPAD

- In iOS 15, the magnifier is automatically enabled and can usually be found in your Utilities folder.

- To turn the magnifier on for older devices, open Settings → Accessibility → Magnifier → Enable.

- You can enable a shortcut to make the magnifier open quickly and with ease. To do this, open Settings → Accessibility → Accessibility Shortcut. Then choose Magnifier from the list of options.
  - On devices without a home button, open your magnifier by triple-clicking the side button.
  - On devices with a home button, open your magnifier by triple-clicking the home button.

- Zoom in/out using the yellow scroll bar or zoom in by spreading two fingers apart and zoom out by pinching two fingers together on the touchscreen.

- To freeze the image, press the large white button at bottom of the screen. To exit the photo, press the large white button again.

- The magnifier has brightness, contrast, filters, and a flashlight to be able to customize your viewing.

- Many of the available filters are not great for low vision. I recommend going into the magnifier’s settings, finding the Filters menu under “other controls,” and de-selecting the unhelpful filters.